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ustained. What is also clear is that a fairly high degree of literacy was evident in the
cities of mainland Greece as well as in Ionia by the end of the seventh century or the
)eginning of the sixth century B.C.
We can further assume that some form of organized educational effort, at least
'or a few, was in existence during this formative period of Greek writing. Education
nay have been largely in the form of individual tutoring among the well-to-do classes.
Dr, indeed, there may have been some kind of priestly or professional class of poets
and bards who frequented the temples of the early city-states and who may have
systematically inducted novitiates into the art of reading and writing. This would have
clearly been in line with developments in the earlier civilizations, but our evidence is
weak on this score. We do know, however, that a peculiarly vital form of intellectual
life developed first in the Ionian cities and then on the Greek mainland. This took on
religious and philosophical characteristics of major significance.
In the early Aegean period Greek religious beliefs were akin to those of other
folk societies in assuming that anthropomorphic gods inhabited the heavens and earth,
directing the destinies of man. The Homeric epics give a clear picture of the family of
Greek gods who helped to bring about a common feeling of identity among the various
Greek cities as the celebration of religion was transferred from the king's palaces to the
public temples of the city-states. One reason a tightly organized priestly class with a
special authority did not gain great power in Greece, outside of a few temples such as
that at Delphi, was the fact that much of Greek religion was a public affair in the
hands of magistrates.
Religious institutions thus had two educational faces: an open "daylight" aspect
connected with the worship of the gods of the cities, and a secret aspect associated
with the mysteries and cults open only to the initiates. The civic religion was
celebrated in public ceremonies, song, dance, drama, athletic games, and city shrines
by means of which the individual citizen achieved social identification with his group.
The secret societies emphasized the selective character of their membership and special
interests devoted to specific gods or rites.
Eventually, however, it was the Greeks' approach to critical thought and the
systematization of knowledge that was to change the character of education more than
any other thing they did. And this achievement may well have been made possible by
their creation of fully-developed alphabetic writing.12 When the custody of a sacred
tradition is entrusted to a highly trained few, as in the elitoliterate societies of
Mesopotamia or Egypt, it is difficult for criticism or dissent to arise, but when
literacy becomes widely prevalent, as in the demoliterate city-states of Greece, it is
easier for skepticism and criticism to be expressed. At least this happened in some of
the Ionian and mainland cities.
When the Homeric epics were written down, they began to be treated as myths
rather than as received truth. Some of the Greek thinkers began to try to devise more
logical and rational explanations for the phenomena of the natural world. The sheer
effort to classify and categorize physical phenomena was made easier by the use of the
12See especially, Goody and Watt, op. cit., pp. 34-68.

